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Moorland marathons
Philip Brockbank

Though the Pennine moors lack much of the beauty of the Lakeland fells and
the splendour of the Welsh mountains, the more strenuous walks across them
have given pleasure and not a little sport-especially in winter-to many an
Alpine and even Himalayan climber. For the moorland lover based on Man
chester, the only part of the Pennine worth serious consideration begins at a
point 6 miles SSW of Skipton on the crest of the Colne- Keighley road, or, as
easier of access, at Colne itself, and after a crow's flight of 37 miles roughly
SSE ends at the foot of the steep slopes of Kinder Scout a mile N of Edale.
We can also include the moors which towards the end of that range extend E
and SE to nurse the infant Derwent as far as Ladybower on the main road
from Glossop to Sheffield. .

For about the first 28 miles of that Colne to Edale flight the moors are of
the conventional type. Their surface consists mainly of coarse grass with bil
berry and heather in various states of roughness, culminating in the robust
tussocks known as Scotchmen's heads, or (more politely) Turks' heads, which
when spaced apart at a critical distance slightly less than a boot's width, thereby
tending to twist the boot when inserted between them, constitute the worst
going in the Kingdom apart from the rock-and-heather mixture of the Rhinogs
of North Wales. Though the general trend is SSE, the actual watershed-which is
the main watershed of England-performs at times strange convolu tions; but
in mist-free daylight, at any rate, it is not too difficult to maintain an accurate
course without departing far from the highest ground. It must be admitted that
walking across a surface of that kind is seldom productive of pleasure. The
erratic nature of the roughness slows down the pace, upsets the comfortable
relationship (if previously existing) between boots and feet, and prevents
enjoyment of the scenery by demanding a constant watch for hidden pools.
Fortunately-and particularly when moors of that kind are traversed by night,
as on one of the longer expeditions described later-the more obstreperous
going can sometimes be evaded by recourse to divergencies which make use of
the almost level cloughs that penetrate these moors; or by means of those
conveniently contouring water-courses, the leats, designed to increase the
catchment areas of the local reservoirs.

At Longdendale, there is a marked change in direction. Here the main water
shed has wandered off to the east and the highest ground runs E to W in the
two broadly parallel moorland massifs of Bleaklow and Kinder. I There is a
marked change of character, too; for though on the lower levels-below, say,
600 m-both these moors have the same varieties of roughness of the more N

1 'Kinder', or' Kinder Scout' is by general consent the name given to the otherwise un-
named 2000 ft moorland plateau of which 'Kinder Scout' really denotes only one
particular edge.
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moors just described, we come above that level to the peat and make acquain
tance with the giant groughs, those canyon-like watercourses through the peat
which, as regards at least their depth, are unique in England if not in Britain.

Groughs start from the valley bottom as cloughs of the conventional type,
walled in by gently-sloping banks of vegetation. Eventually they steepen but
remain cloughs until they have reached the 580 to 600 m level. There they
flatten out and, with some exceptions, the banks change to walls of peat any
thing up to 10 ft high at angles of up to 80

0
, often with a cornice-like over-

hang of turf, and branching out into tributary groughs. The now infant streams
run along the bottom, occupying a width of it dependent on the raininess of
the season, but usually-and nearly always in the deeper groughs-leaving the
pedestrian a dry enough margin of turf. To tackle the groughs sideways-on
where they are anything over a few ft deep is tiring in the extreme. The seasoned
walker takes care not to treat them that way unless he has to; instead, he tries
to shape his course so as to include them as part of his route, and often finds
a rare pleasure in following their maze-like convolutions upstream and exercis
ing his judgment when confronted by each Y fork. As the land rises towards
the summit watershed the groughs progressively decline in depth, finally be
coming a chaotic assortment of mounds and ridges of peat, some topped with
vegetation, and flatter stretches of variqus degrees of boot-engulfing succulence2

Up here the ground is prevailingly black-the blackpess of the wet peat. The
black can hardly be derived, as some disgruntled beginners may contend, from
Manchester or Sheffield smoke, for on the rare occasions when the peat is dry,
the prevailing colour is that of pale milk chocolate.

At least one Alpine Club member has found these summit regions congenial:
'At night, or when snow's falling and shutting you up, as you walk, in a moving
white cell, the black spongy peat flat that is now the top of the Scout has'the
right mountain glory of gloom. It raises the mountaineer's spirits as black
frost without makes your fire burn brighter within'. (c. E. Montague, 'The
Right Place: a Book of Pleasures'.) When under more than a few inches of
snow, such going can be extremely tiring, for added to the fatigue of walking
through snow of appreciable depth, is the exhausting irregularity of the result
of each forward stride, which might be anything from a jarring end at a boulder
an inch below the snow surface to a plunge up to the knee with the foot over
boot top in icy water. Thus the rhythm which can so lessen the burden of the
miles is sought in vain. The fatigue is much less if one is in a party, the mem
bers of which take it in turn to go first and 'break through'.

The moors that enclose the Derwent are of the Turks' head kind encountered
north of Longdendale. A few miles after starting in an easterly direction from
its source on the NE slopes of Bleaklow, the river turns S. The moors that here
crown its E bank have their Wedges, overlooking the river, decorated by a
choice assortment of boulders and craglets-Rocking Stones, Bull Stones, Cakes

2 The result of a wager between an experienced moorland walker and a local gamekeeper
showed that the Derbyshire moors, at least, probably do not include any morasses suc
culent enough to engulf a man deeper than his knee.
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of Bread, etc-which allow a restful change of exercise. Except for a deep
notch where an important tributary-Abbey Brook-comes in from the E, the
height is maintained above 450 m until the final descent to Ladybower.

Though the Pennine moors lack the definite summits which make a round of
the tops a favourite Lakeland expedition, they nevertheless have m uch of the
spatial freedom of the fells and so are suitable for walks of the point-to-point
type which the fells, or at least the fell-walkers, do not favour. For the hard
walker such a walk has several strong attractions over its rival in popular
esteem, the Circular. For one thing, a point-to-point is the more sporting; you
usually have to rely on public transport and so have to get through in a specified
time if you are not to miss the last train home. Hence skilled navigation may be
necessary where conditions are unfavourable or the finish is in the dark. On a
Circular, on the other hand, you can usually save time by cutting corners; and
as the transport is likely to be your own, parked at your starting point, time
may be less pressing. With a point-to-point there is usually a chance of drama,
too, where for example a colleague begins unexpectedly to fail and some
escape route for him has to be extemporised. And the eventual arrival at one's
destination after hours of honest toil brings a sense of achievement which a
mere return to the start would not have provided.

The trouble with a point-to-point, apart from the minor disadvantage of having
to carry full kit, is that unless the party is small or the occasion a special one,
public transport has to be used. In the days when the railways still thought
they had a duty to aid and encourage local traffic, most of the best starting
points for such a walk could be reached by 9-9.30 on a Sunday, and the
favourite finishing point-Edale-had the fam6us '7.12' to bring us home.
Fares were reasonable, too, for the railways had the enterprise to provide
'Walking Tour' tickets which allowed us to return the same day from a different
station at the price of a single ticket to the further.

Aid was further provided by certain hostelries on the favoured rou tes, some
willing to provide an all-night walking party with lavish meals at incredible
hours, and all prepared to greet the travellers with a welcome of genuine warmth
despite their peaty boots and storm-tossed appearance. All these aids of trans
port and refreshment were available throughout the 21 years between the
wars, and most of them for some 10 years after the last. They were to some
extent offset by the physical and psychological hindrance imposed by game

keepers, the slopes of Kinder and Bleaklow nearest to Manchester being in
those days strictly preserved. But though the keepers' vigilance barred some
of the routes that are popular to-day, they had little effect against determined
parties of strong walkers on the major routes described below.

Of the Lancashire and Yorkshire cities bordering the Pennine, Manchester was
in those days much the most favourably situated as regards points of access
served by public transport. It was therefore natural that we of the Rucksack
Club eventually came to take the most active part in the development of the
harder routes. We were not, however, the first in the field. Before our first
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contribution in 1919, 3 of the great point-to-points-those from Colne, Hebden
Bridge, and Marsden to Edale-had already been developed.

The history of the early Pennine walking is obscured by the fact that the most
active of the earlier clubs-such as the Manchester YMCA Rambling Club and
the Bogtrotters-did not publish a journal, and few details have survived by
word of mouth. Evidence of their activities and those of the corresponding
clubs in Sheffield was exhaustively sought by Eric Byne and summarised in
the chapter 'Early Development of Peakland Walking', in the book 'High Peak'
(Secker and Warburg, 1966). Some of the walks which originated before the
1960s and which attained popular esteem will now be described as they would
have been performed under the favourable conditions of those days.

Nothing else appears to·be known of Ross Evans except that in the early years
of the century he was the first to think of gaining the Pennine moors from
Marsden station on the Manchester- Leeds branch of the old LNWR and walk
ing from there to Edale on the old Midland Line between Manchester and
Sheffield. As Marsden itself and the routes from it to Edale figure so promi
nently in others of the great walks, some prolixity of description may, I hope,
be pardoned.

Marsden station lies 2 miles NE of the nearest point on the watershed, and that
point approximately bisects our crow's flight from Colne to Edale. For those
lacking the crow's wings, the divergencies inflicted by the 'rough going' cause
the length of the walk to vary more than walks ordinarily do in dependence on
the exact route taken. It is not likely to be more than 20 miles, unless one's
moorland navigation is badly at fault. The distance is approximately bisected
by the Longdendale valley. An additional starting point for the walk was the
farm Blake Lea a mile due W of the station. Here we could sleep the night
after spending the Saturday afternoon in walking over from somewhere on the
W side, such as Greenfield. Whichever starting point is taken, the walk provides
a splendid example of a point-to-point, with the massive walls of Bleaklow and
Kinder athwart the direct line to Edale. The route from Marsden station allows
the first few miles to be comfortably taken over the lanes and tracks up the
Wessenden valley, whence the watershed can be reached in another mile on the
shoulder of Black Hill, surprisingly the highest point in Cheshire. From there
we are offered a further 2 miles of easement, which purists may avoid if they
wish (but rarely do under snow conditions), down the Holmfirth road to
Woodhead. For our refreshment at Woodhead we had 'The George and Dragon'
where pint mugs of tea were cheerfully provided and we were allowed to eat
our sandwiches by the warmth of a vast fire. A better hostel for the damp and
weary traveller can hardly be imagined.

Next comes the hardest and most interesting task of the day in the shape of the
crossing of Bleaklow to the Snake road. For the ascent, there is a choice of
several magnificent cloughs, changing to groughs of the deepest kind as they
get higher, and dwindling gradually to the assortment of mounds and ridges
already described, as they near the stakes that identify the summit ridge of
the mountain. Down at the other side there is a chance of further refreshment
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at the 'Snake Inn' before the 1000 ft ascent of the 'Short Crossing' of Kinder
to the Edale valley.

The drab appearance of Blake Lea and its surroundiogs was belied by the
generous hospitality it provided for a weekend party. The preferred route from
here replaced the Wessenden tracks by the much harder going of Black and
White Moss (which could be reached by the Standedge road in little over a
mile from starting out) to join the route from Marsden station somewhere on
Black Hill.

The time needed for the walk ranges from the 3-4 hours taken by light-shod
and unburdened harriers, to the 12 hours once needed by a strong pair (the
only survivors of a large party) on a brilliant winter's day of deep snow. Under
easier conditions of snow an experienced and sociable party, not out for records
would take between 8 or 9 hours. Under summer conditions, a lightly-burdened
master in light footgear might need between 4 and 5 hours. When snow is
carpeting the road surfaces and enlivening the groughs, the Marsden - Edale was
and still is-the best day's walk in the Pennine; perhaps, in view of the unique
character and severity of the Bleaklow crossing, one of the very best in the
British Isles.

The next pioneer was the celebrated and enigmatical Cecil Dawson, whom
Byne regarded as 'perhaps the greatest long-distance walker of this time'. He
was not a member of any club but led a party of adherents ('Dawson's crowd'),
some of whom were nearly as powerful as he was. He added 12 miles to the
Marsden- Edale by starting from Hebden Bridge, and 25 miles by starting
from Colne. On one of the latter walks he finished at Buxton; but whether he
included Edale in the route on that occasion is not known.

The Colne- Edale provided a good all-night walk. On such occasions it was
desirable to arrange for the evening meal to be partaken as late in the day as
was practicable, so as to reduce the extent of the arduous passage, mainly in
the dark, to the next place of shelter, where breakfast had been ordered. It was
in their willingness to provide such a meal that successive hostesses at Blake
Lea were so helpful. What other would not only cheerfully provide a substantial
meal for 10pm, would be quite unperturbed by the party's arrival an hour late,
and when the meal was finished would depart to bed, leaving her guests to
extinguish the lights and let themselves out when they were ready to go on?

In 1919 the Rucksack Club began to take a hand, appropriately under the
inspiration of Eustace Thomas, who was then in training for the Lakeland fell
record. After repeating Dawson's Colne- Buxton (as far as Doveholes, 51 miles
in under 18 hours), he and his friends devised the horseshoe circuit of the
Derwent watershed. In those days the Club had a hospitable base at the 'Lady
bower Inn' near Ashopton, from which the ends of the horseshoe are soon
attainable. The route included the moors which crown the E and then the N
bank of the river, the full traverse of Bleaklow, and much of Kinder, providing
many miles of level going of the Turks'-head kind on which the watershed was
indicated at frequent intervals by short stakes. Several sharp corners and zig-
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zag passages were included. Where tributaries were encountered, their head
waters were turned to keep on the main watershed. A particularly extensive
diversion for that purpose was needed to avoid losing height at Abbey Brook.
Thomas estimated the distance, which, except at the ends, was almost wholly
on moorland, as 37! miles. The time taken was 11 hours 39 minutes. As far as
can be ascertained this superb circular walk went unrepeated until 1953, when
all but a minor part of it was included in a much bigger walk by two members
of a rival club.

The most popular walking meet for the Rucksackers between the wars was the
Langsett weekend, usually held in winter, which was included in the outdoor
programmes of the Club's 21 Handbooks from 1920 to 1940 no less than 23
times. Apart from the fact that he was a Rucksacker, its inventor is unknown.
The programme was to walk the 15 miles from Glossop to Langsett (near
Penistone) on the Saturday, spend the night at the 'Wagon and Horses' and
on the Sunday take a sociable course to Edale. From Glossop the route tra
versed the full length of the Bleaklow massif past the twin but widely spaced
summits of Bleaklow Head (628 m) and Bleaklow Stones (also 628 m), sepa
rated by a mile of broken groughs, to the far outlier Barrow Stones (591 m)
and thence across the Derwent valley to Midhope Moor and Langsett-a magni
ficent point-to-point, almost a bee-line, except for the last 2 or 3 miles. The
attraction was partly due to the splendour of the Saturday's route, for the
moorland scenery in the region of Bleaklow Stones and Barrow Stones was
and still is-unmatched in England.

25 Grough on Kinder Scout. This and next photo: Shelagh Gregory
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Despite the short distance of the Saturday walk, it had a sporting flavour for
the young tiger. In those days before the coming of the five-day week, he was
usually tied to his desk in the city until Saturday noon and so could not
possibly reach Glossop by public transport before 1pm. The afternoon being
a winter's bne, that delay in starting imposed on him a race against time if he
was to have the assistance of some residual measure of daylight in negotiating
a part of the route between the Derwent and Midhope Moor which in darkness,
and still more when under snow, was very difficult to follow accurately. A
mistake thereabouts could send him several miles off his course, to be humilia
tingly greeted by the comments of his more successful rivals on his late arrival
at dinner. To ensure that this handicap was effective, the Outdoor Meets
Organiser of the day would try to select for the date the longest moonless
night of the winter. For his seniors, on the other hand, who could usually
take the Saturday morning off, the walk to Langsett could be enjoyed in comfort
the condition of the snow (if any) permitting. 3

In the days when the first Sunday morning trains from Manchester to Sheffield
stopped at Hazlehead, a point-to-point walk was devised from there to join the
moors E of the Derwent at a point where the river makes its turn to the S. The
edge tracks were followed to Ladybower, by way of a 750 ft drop and corre
sponding climb to cross the notch made by Abbey Brook. From Ladybower
another tiring 750 ft ascent led to the famous climbing grounds of Stanage,
Froggatt Edge and so on, the upper edges of which were followed on easy
tracks to a final descent to Baslow, whence the Midland line to Manchester
could be reached at Rowsley by way of Chatsworth Park. The distance was
about 27 miles. The walk had to wait until 1926 before achieving much notice.

In 1922, the Club acquired a member who was to become the most ardent of
its lovers of the Pennine moors and perhaps the strongest of those who walked
them: Fred Heardman. Details of his exploits are hard to come by, for he sel
dom spoke of them and though he kept a diary the entries are often undeci
pherable. Usually, he was content to turn out on the Club walks and play his
part in the tacit competition which converted each Meet from a coherent party
to an 'aggregate of individuals' each convinced that his own route was the best
and determined to follow it and demonstrate its superiority by reaching the
destination first. One of his feats was to cover the Glossop- Langsett distance
in under 4 hours. In 1922 he and his close friend, Donald Berwick, invented
the first of what might be called the 'multiple inn' walks. This one was the
'Three Inns'-namely, the 'Cat and Fiddle' in Cheshire (which they reached
from Whaley Bridge), the 'Snake'. and the 'Isle of Skye' (N of Black Hill), to

finish at Marsden-a sort of Marsden- Edale done in reverse from a starting
point well S of Edale. (The more popular 'Four Inns' was later devised by
someone who included the 'Flouch', near Penistone, thus raising the distance
to over 50 miles.) Next year, encouraged by that success, he performed the
first of the Double Marsden-Edales, an exceptionally stiff course involving as
it did 2 crossings of each of the hardest moorlands- Kinder and Bleaklow.

On one occasion the conditions were so severe that Eustace Thomas on falling into
the infant but torrential Derwent was saved from a wetting by the ice-plated state of
his clothes.
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In 1926, in consultation with Harold Gerrard, he decided to outdo what was
then the longest moorland walk known-Dawson's Colne-Buxton-by combin
ing that walk with the Hazlehead-Rowsley, thereby making a point-to-point
walk of about 70 miles. Their plans having reached the ears of Firth Burton,
his silence was bought by adding him to the party. The first Colne-Rowsley
took place in March of that year. Dawson's route was followed as far as Black
Hill, whence a strongly E course over almost unknown ground took them to
the Hazlehead-Rowsley route about 2 miles S of Hazlehead station.

They appear to have underestirpated the time needed for the walk, for by not
leaving Colne until after 4pm they were late at Blake Lea where 'The dinner
had been ordered for midnight but was still in good condition'. Resuming at
about 2am, they reached Lad ybower by 1.15 pm. The rest of the walk had to
be at a forced pace in order to catch the last train home from Rowsley. On
Stanage, Gerrard fell out with knee trouble, but was to succeed when the walk
was repeated next year.

From the first party's experience, a more comfortable time schedule was devel
oped for future parties. By leaving Colne about noon, a small party of moder
ate pacers should reach Blake Lea in time for an 8pm supper, Ladybower for
9. 30am breakfast, and Rowsley (perhaps after a halt for afternoon tea at
Baslow) by about 5pm. In 1963 the distance was covered in 18 hours 55
minutes by John Richardson and Denis Weir of the Manchester Rambling Club.
For the next 26 years this most famous of the Club's Pennine inventions
reigned supreme as the longest of the standard walks-the walk each budding

, Heardman had to do to earn the black-belt title of 'A Colne-Rowsley Man'.

As a point-to-point the walk is faulty in that once the Derwent watershed has
been gained the most direct line lies mainly along the valley bottom, omitting
the much more attractive route involving 1500 ft of ascents along the edge of
the moors E of the river and the further edges of Stanage, Froggatt, Curbar,
and Baslow. Thus the walk does not provide a fair standard of performance
unless the route taken over the last 25 miles is stated.

After World War 2 the veterans of the pre-war expeditions were content for a
while to revive old favourites. There was a Colne-Edale in May 1948 and a
Penistone-Ashbourne a year later. The last-mentioned walk had been devised
between the wars by some genius unknown to cover the full length of the
one-inch Peak District Tourist map then in use. Having joined the Hazlehead
Rowsley route a few miles S of that station and followed it to Rowsley, the
route took a pleasant and rarely-visited cross-country line to join the Dove at
Milldale. The contrast between the sombre moors of the start and the sylvan
beauty of the Dove-especially on an early sunny morning in the Spring-makes
this one of the most char~ing of the all-night walks of the 50-mile order.

But the days of the pre-war veterans and their comfortably sociable night
walks were numbered. In the 1951 issue of the 'Rucksack Club Journal'
appeared a note describing a repeat by a small party of Heardman's Double
Marsden-Edale on a cold wet December day in the previous year. I t was signed,
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'E. W. Courtenay'. We were to see much of Ted Courtenay on the moors and
hills in the next few years; seldom from close to. Early in the Club's Jubilee
Year of 1952, it occurred to him that the event might be fittingly celebrated
by a 100 mile moorland walk. On hearing of this, Heardman suggested that the
walk should link the two highest inns in England-'Tan Hill' in N Yorkshire
and the 'Cat and Fiddle' in Cheshire.

This idea was accepted with extreme alacrity. In long consultations with V. J.
Desmond, one of his companions on the Double Marsden-Edale, Courtenay
worked out the route. As Heardman was living in Edale, they decided it would
be polite to include him in it. Thus, in essence, the route involved starting a
Colne-Edale from a point 50 miles further N and finishing from Edale by a
cross-country line which unfortunately would go mainly through cultivated
country of no special interest. Though the walk possessed little more true
moorland, only hills of a moorish character, than that encountered on a Colne
Edale, its exceptional length still makes it of interest.

From 'Tan Hill' the route as far as Hawes in Wensleydale over Great Shunner
Fell, and from Skipton to join the Colne-Edale moors at Cowling on the Colne
Keighley road, seemed clear enough. The difficulty was how to get from Hawes
to Skipton. Undaunted by the extent of even the minimum distance from
'Tan Hill' to the 'Cat', Courtenay planned to take the hill route from Hawes
on the E side of the Wharfe over Buckden Pike and Great Whernside to Grass
ington and from there to Skipton over Rylstone Fell, instead of the shorter,
less strenuous and less interesting line by way of Fountains Fell and Malham.

In the absence of convenient public transport, friends with cars were enlisted
to take the party-expanded to include Neil Mather, .Frank Williamson, and
my unqualified self-to 'Tan Hill' and collect what was left of it at the 'Cat'.
Obscure parts of the route were researched in advance and places booked for
the breakfast and evening meals. Two of each would be needed, for it was
realised from the start that the distance would involve walking through 2 suc
cessive nights without any more sleep than could be obtained in 10-minute
cat-naps (appropriate term!) during the later halts.

The event took place on 5/7 June 1952. Assisted by fair weather, Desmond
was first at the 'Cat' in a little over 54 hours, with Courtenay and Williamson
1~ hours later, the distance by way of Edale being about 118 miles and in
volving over 19,000 ft of ascents. Of the unsuccessful 2, I dropped out after
only 92 miles and Mather after 101. Both of us were successful, in the company
of E. W. Dance, when the walk was repeated a year later.

Partly, I suppose, because the walk lay to begin with on unfamiliar ground,
our timing on the first occasion went as awry as had Heardman's on the first
Colne-Rowsley. We had booked the second evening meal at Blake Lea for
about midnight, but it was past 3am by the time we were there-to find as
warm a welcome and as sumptuous a repast as Blake Lea had ever given us.
This was Blake Lea's 'finest hour'.
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26 Above Snake Inn

Where Edale is not included in the route, the walk has the disadvan tage pos
sessed by the Colne-Rowsley, of offering considerably easier alternatives to

wards the end. The displacement of the 'Cat' from the generally SE trend of
the main Pennine watershed offers such alternatives to an increasing extent
the further S one gets. Thus both Bleaklow and Kinder can be totally avoided
by taking to the line of small hills on the W of the Glossop-Buxton road. It
was in some ways a pity that the walk was not designed to finish at Edale,
at the 101st mile.

In the December following the first 'Tan Hill' walk, the Club performed the
first Winter Colne-Rowsley, aided by the moon but tormented by sore feet
induced by the hard-frozen ground. In August 1953 the honour of making the
first repeat of Eustace Thomas's 1919 Derwent Watershed, in the course of
carrying out the longest-known walk entirely within the Peak National Park,
went to the Mountain Club of Stafford whose members, R. E. Lambe, and
John Sumner, despite very bad weather, augmented the Watershed by starting
it from the Roaches near Leek and finishing it at Matlock, thus performing a
gigantic Peak Horseshoe.
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In August 1958 our member, Len Stubbs, and a companion, expanded the
Colne-Edale by omitting Edale in favour of the much more remote Leek-a
walk probably a few miles longer than the Colne-Rowsley. In February 1959
the Club revived a walk from Glossop to Rowsley-an old favourite of the tigers
between the wars but of unknown origin. The rou te followed the one to Langsett
to join the Hazlehead-Rowsley line where the river turns S. The 35 miles were
covered in less than 11 hours.

T~o years later Desmond was killed in exceptionably tragic conditions when
a cornice gave way on the usually innocuous Berwyns. No member in all the
Club's history has been so universally popular and few have come near to equal
ling his achievements on the British hills. On the moors, his 7 Colne-Rowsleys,
4 Double Marsden-Edales, and mastery of the 'Tan Hill' walk, may give some
idea of his powers.

By now, Ted Dance was our keenest and fastest man on moors, fells, and
Yorkshire peaks alike. Not content with having had the 'presumption' (accord
ing to the report of the Meet) to break the Club's record on his first Marsden
Edale (1952) with a time of 4 hours 29 minutes, he had next year performed
the much harder task of covering the approximately 32 miles of the Hebden
Bridge-Edale in under 10 hours despite continuous rain. To keep the time to
a minimum on this course, such soft options as dropping down to Black Lea
or using the Wessenden paths, as may be permissible on one of the big night
walks, are out of the question. The highest ground, including such difficult
and rarely visited passages as Black and White Moss, must be followed. A year
or 2 later he reduced his Marsden-Edale to 3 hours 48 minutes. On then return
ing to Marsden, he was robbed of a 10 hour Double by a tremendous thunder
storm which forced a lo~g d<::tour to pass a stream converted by the storm to
a raging torrent. As tt was;:his time for the Double of 10 hours 50 minutes
is so far the best in the Club. '

By the end of the 1950s -conditions favourable to the point-to-points were at
last worsening. The railways were beginning their steep decline in the efficiency
of their local services and places of refreshment were tending to close. A triple
blow was struck when within a few years, Marsden station was closed on a
Sunday, the 'George and Dragon' was pulled down, and the 'Snake' ceased to
pI;ovide hot drinks in the winter. Though the bus service to Colne was still
good, the shameful uprooting of the attractive Midland line through the Dales
meant that a return from Rowsley would have to be by private transport or
tedious bus.

The tendency now was to concentrate l110re on the big Circulars, from a base
reached by private car. From such a base at the highest point of the Snake
Road, Dance, in 1961, led a large party on a repeat of the Derwent Watershed.
Particular favourites were the Triple and Quadruple crossings of Kinder built
up of short point-to-points-such as Hayfield-Snake, Snake-Edale, and so on
assembled in closed triangular or quadrilateral formation.
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MOORLAND MARATHONS

One can still do a winter Marsden- Edale, as the station is still open on a week
day; and one can reach Marsden on a Sunday by private car-provided that
the winter is not too severe. But the days of the Club's annual winter Marsden
Edales would appear to be over. There will thus be sadly fewer opportunities
for enjoying those best of moorland hours-the crossing of Bleaklow from N
to S in fit company on a fine but misty winter's day with the dry snow from
inches to a foot deep on the peat flats and feet deep in the groughs, causing
every step taken by the leader to be an enterprise of uncertain outcome, with
his anxiety increasing about the correctness of his course, with time and day
light becoming in short supply, until through the mist, if luck is on his side,
comes the welcome sight of the line of stakes which mark the summit ridge,
resembling in their icy armour some spectral guardians of the wilderness.

27 Mont Aiguille. Photo: j.-P. Zuanon
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